Please note this is a preliminary schedule as of June 1, 2016 and subject to change without prior notice. Please consult the Congress Program Book Onsite for a finalized schedule.

Saturday, August 6th
8:30am – 10:00am

A-1A 60% Energy Savings A Showcase Project in Gardner, Massachusetts
A-1B Reducing Disciplinary Isolation in Secure Facilities – An Agency’s Journey
A-1C Treatment Alternative for Incarcerated Mentally Ill: CIT Implementation Challenges and Successes
A-1D Strategic Planning and Quality Assurance for Jail Programs
A-1E Reasonable Threat Perception
A-1F Reducing the Use of Restrictive Housing at BOP and in State and Local Facilities
A-1F Heroin Addiction: Where Do We Go From Here?
A-1G Correctional Mental Health: The Good, The Bad, and the Ugly
A-1H Managing an Effective Chronic Disease Program
Saturday, August 6th
10:30am – 12:00pm

A-2A Setting the Pace for Cross Gender Supervision: Current Trends, Challenges and Opportunities for Women

A-2B Reunification-------Families Matter
A-2C In Your Shoes: Georgia’s Two State Agency Approach to Reach Youth
A-2D Inmate Radicalization and Management of Terrorists in Prison
A-2E The 20 Essential Principles of Victim Offender Dialogue
A-2F What Does the Culture Have to do With It? Boundary Violations and Staff Misconduct
A-2G How to Write a Request for Proposals to Arrange Third Party Financing for Green Projects
A-2H Evaluation and Management of HCV Infection in Incarcerated Populations
A-2I Why and How Should We Address Tobacco Use in our Incarcerated Populations?
A-2J Mental Illness in Restrictive Housing – Overcome Challenges in your Jurisdiction
Saturday, August 6th
2:00pm – 3:30pm

A-3A ACA Certification

A-3B College in Prison: New Opportunities Made Possible Through the Second Chance Pell Pilot

A-3C Positive Impact

A-3D Transition Plans are not just for Offenders; Initiating Change for Transition from Prison to Community Initiative within the Minnesota Department of Corrections

A-3E Videophones and Video Relay Services are Replacing TTYs for Deaf Inmates

A-3F What the Recent Federal Education Guidelines Means for Non-Educators in Corrections

A-3G Prairie Gold Homes - A Public Private Collaboration

A-3H Gender Dysphoria in a Correctional Setting: Policies, Practice and Treatment

A-3I Outcome Driven, Best Practices for an Efficient Pharmacy Management

A-3J Managing Disruptive Offenders: Strategies for Policy and Practice in Jails and Prison.

A-3K Unacceptable Casualties: Mentally Ill Veterans in the Criminal Justice System
Saturday, August 6th
4:00pm – 5:30pm

A-4A Accreditation: A Discussion

A-4B Revision to the NIJ Stab Resistant Armor Standard

A-4C Propelling Your Organization Forward: How to Make Process Improvement Part of How You Operate

A-4D Teamwork Through Effective Leadership

A-4E Ohio’s Women in Leadership: Supporting Each Other

A-4F Understanding Staff Behavior: The Pennsylvania Project

A-4G The Science of Suicide Risk Assessment Prevention in Correctional Settings

A-4H Correctional Behavioral Health Certification Program: Correctional Professionals Skills for Success

A-4I Continuous Process Improvement Identifying Mental illness at Intake
Sunday, August 7th
8:00am – 9:30am

B-1A Best Practices for Body Worn Cameras in Correctional Facilities
B-1B Sex, Lies and Betrayal: Gang Culture and Sex Trafficking
B-1C Tele-Health: Pioneering New Models for Care
B-1D The PREA Audit - Cycle #2
B-1E Professional Development for Corrections Staff: The Army Way!
B-1F To Replace or Renovate: That is the Question
B-1G Making the Most of Community Referrals- Engaging & Implementing Improvement Plans for Community Resources
B-1H Medication Assisted Therapy: An Update on Correctional Options of Care
B-1I Intensive Treatment of Behavior Disordered Youth in Long-term Secure Facilities
B-1J Bureau of Justice Statistics: Special Topics in Corrections – Drug Use, Mortality and Changing Jail Inmate Populations
B-1K Correctional Release Center from Concept to Compilation to Improve the Lives of Tennessee Female Offenders
Sunday, August 7\textsuperscript{th}

10:00am – 11:30am

B-2A Community + Partners = Successful Reentry

B-2B Unmanned aerial aircraft systems (UAS) or unmanned vehicles (UAV): The Latest Threat in a Never Ending Battle

B-2C Food Costs: They Don’t Stop When The Meal Is Served

B-2D PREA and Transgender Inmates – What You Need to Know For PREA Implementation and Beyond Part I

B-2E Making My Job Easier: An Community Accreditation Managers’ Guide

B-2F Reducing RHU Population, Reducing Amount of RHU Inmate's Average Stay and Reducing the Amount of Return Rate of RHU Placement

B-2G Shifting Inmate Behavior Through Innovative Arts-Based Programming: Sing Sing – A Case Study

B-2H Leadership for Sustainability: Manifesting Systems Change in Corrections

B-2I Anatomy of a Lawsuit: One Institution’s Journey with the ACLU

B-2J Zika virus: What Corrections Need to Know?

B-2K Medicaid Coverage for the Justice Involved: The Intersection Where Public Safety and Public Health Connect

B-2L Jail Health Services critical to successful reentry
Sunday, August 7th
12:30pm – 2:00pm

B-3A Developing Pride, Professionalism and Passion in an Urban Jail Setting
B-3B Management & Union Coalition for Staff Wellness
B-3C Wheel LIFE (Liberation, Freedom and Empowerment)
B-3D PREA and Transgender Inmates – What You Need to Know For PREA Implementation and Beyond Part II
B-3E Multi-Disciplinary Services Team: Why Working Together Work
B-3F Beyond Good and Evil: Inside the Mind of the Psychopath
B-3G Electronic Health Records Key Components
B-3H Losing Time: Dementia/Alzheimer’s Disease Behind Bars
B-3I Groups Forging a Change
Sunday, August 7th
2:30pm – 4:00pm

B-4A Trauma Informed Care: Bringing Psychological First Aid into Corrections

B-4B Is There a Relationship Between Gang Affiliation and The Use of Restrictive Housing? A Conversation About What We Know, What We Don’t, and Next Steps

B-4C What Was Before the Bars: Research on One State’s Special Education Population

B-4D New York’s Historic Solitary Confinement Settlement

B-4E Beyond the Wall Documentary Film

B-4G Healing Communities USA

B-4H Trauma Informed Care: Bringing Psychological First Aid into Corrections

B-4I Multi-Generational Workforce

B-4J Deaf and Hard of Hearing Offenders in Correctional Health Care: Challenges & Opportunities

B-4K Effective Management of Self-Injurious Behavior in Correctional Healthcare Setting
Monday, August 8th
2:00pm – 3:30pm

C-1A Bridging the Reentry Gap: A Model of Interagency Cooperation

C-1B Juvenile Canine Prison Program – PAWS (Pairing Achievement With Service)

C-1C Practical Application of the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners in the United States

C-1D From Thinking It To Doing It – Part I

C-1E How to Comply with ACA’s Standard on Environmentally Responsible and Sustainability-Oriented Strategies Using the NIJ Guidebook for Greening Corrections

C-1F Emerging from Tragedy to Rise to the Challenge: Charleston County’s Commitment to a Better Jail and to Racial Equity

C-1G Effecting Change within a Correctional System

C-1H Georgia’s Education Transition Center

C-1I From LA to the Heartland: Innovation in Mental Health in Large Jails

C-1J Alternative to Restricted Housing: Evidence-Based Therapeutic Diversion for Mentally Ill Offenders

C-1K The Health Improvement through Employee Control (HITEC) Project: A Management-labor-University Partnership

C-1L Infection Prevention & Control - Session I.  Tools for an Effective Program
Monday, August 8th
4:00pm – 5:30pm

C-2A Defying the Odds and Transforming Lives: The “CEO of Your New Life” Program

C-2B Disability and Incarceration: Understanding Legal Obligations for Correctional Institutions Under the Americans with Disabilities Act

C-2C If Not Seclusion, Then What?- Part II

C-2D Pathways to Reforming the Use of Restrictive Housing

C-2E Telling Our Story (Training)

C-2F Sustainability in Army Corrections

C-2G Texas Juvenile Justice Department – Youth in Custody Capstone Project

C-2H Corrections Officer Suicide: Evidence-Based Risk Factors and Protective Factors

C-2I Diversion / Detention / Re-Entry – Emerging Models in the Design of Therapeutic Environments


C-2K Infection Prevention & Control – Session II. Case Study: MDR-TB in A Federal Detention Center
Tuesday, August 9th

8:00am – 9:30am

D-1A Creating a Culture of Safety in Prisons and Jails through the 7 Habits on the Inside

D-1B The Code of Ethics and Standards of Conduct: Weaving them into a Correctional Agency Fabric

D-1C Getting “Smart” on Juvenile Justice: Implementing Statewide Juvenile Justice Reforms

D-1D Pennsylvania’s Innovative Approach to the Sex Offender Registration and Notification Act

D-1E Medication Assisted Treatment: Changing the Correctional Paradigm

D-1F Pregnancy Outcomes in Custodial Settings – What is the Data Telling Us?

D-1G Using Virtual Technology to Facilitate Re-Entry and Re-Engagement to HIV Care
Tuesday, August 9th

1:00pm – 2:30pm

D-2A Incarcerated Moms: Their Needs in Their Own Words


D-2C Pathways to Change a Blueprint for Developing Successful Gender-Specific, Trauma-Informed Correctional Programs

D-3D Leadership Training in 11 African Nations

D-2E Faith Based Rehabilitation and Reentry

D-2F Ethics for the New Employee: The Slippery Slope - Understanding Malfeasance, Misfeasance and Nonfeasance

D-2G Multicultural Treatment Issues:Changing Population

D-2H Deploying a HUM-V: Incorporating Veterans Court into a Veteran Treatment Unit

D-2I How Electronic Consultations Can Improve the Primary Care - Specialty Interface in Correctional Healthcare
Tuesday, August 9<sup>th</sup>

3:00pm – 4:30pm

D-3A Positive Life Management

D-3B Victims Behind Bars: Implementing Policy to Identify and Address Sex Trafficking of Women Offenders

D-3C Offender Job Training - This Time “The Numbers Do Add Up”

D-3D A Collaborative Response to Gender Specific Community Supervision: Multi Agency Approach to Leverage Resources and Empower Women

D-3E Mental Illness, Corrections and Spirituality: One Small Step to Recovery

D-3F ACA Health Certification Program

D-3G Facility Based Sleep Apnea Testing- I thought snoring in prison was no big deal?
Wednesday, August 10th

9:00am – 10:30am

E-1A National Corrections Reporting Program: Applications and Findings

E-1B Implementing a Statewide GPS Monitoring Program for Sex Offenders Under Community Supervision

E-1C The Pharmacological and Psychological Approaches to Pain Management

E-1D Fighting the Bull: Medication Assisted Treatment and Directed Opioid Recovery